QUESTIONS WE ASK OURSELVES

HISTORY, IMAGINATION & MEANING
Dean’s Forum, Grafton Cathedral (7 July 2019)

➤

What does this text/phrase/word mean?

➤

Did that (really) happen?

➤

Did Jesus say that?

➤

Did God do that?

➤

Who write the Bible? when? why?

➤

Who chose the contents of the Bible?

➤

What about people before Abraham?

➤

What about other religions?

➤

How do I respond to this passage?

STORIES SHAPE THE WAY WE SEE THE WORLD AND OURSELVES
➤

Homo sapiens or Homo narratus

➤

We create our world by the stories we tell

➤

Power of mass media: radio, TV, lm, social media

THE POWER OF STORY

COMMUNICATION THEORY
Unremarkable literacy skill in other areas of modern life, including media studies
and genre analysis at school

➤

Yet oddly and sadly lacking in many Christian churches

➤

Meaning is always negotiated between the author and reader

➤

Author seeks to shape the form of those negotiations

➤

But reader is the one ultimately creating meaning from communication process

➤

Bible is subject to those same dynamics

➤

We determine what any text (even the Bible) means

➤

Hence so many di erent interpretations of the Bible

ff

HOW TEXTS WORK

➤

HOW THE TEXTS WERE CREATED

HOW THE BIBLE WAS DETERMINED

➤

We must pay some attention to what may reasonably be known about the
composition of those texts that we now value as sacred Scripture

➤

They did not drop out of heaven and they were not dictated by the Holy Spirit.

➤

Require development of literature, writing technology and a social system that has
some ‘spare’ people to become scribes

➤

From papyrus and scrolls to codices and lectionaries

➤

What were books like before printing press?

➤

Various sets of Bibles

What are books becoming with iPads?

➤

Jewish / Greek & Latin / Slavic / Oriental / European / Modern

➤

Who made the decisions of what to include/exclude?

➤

HOW THE BIBLE HAS BEEN READ
➤

2,000+ years of interpretation

➤

Interfaith, ecumenical, denominational, partisan

HISTORICITY

MAKING LISTS, ASSIGNING DATES

ANCIENT LITERARY GENRE
➤

Adam and Eve

➤

Royal archives

➤

Noah & the Flood

➤

Chronicles

➤

Abraham & Sarah

➤

Legends

➤

Moses

➤

Saga

➤

Joshua

➤

Genealogy

➤

David

➤

Story

➤

Ahab & Jezebel (871/852 BCE)

➤

Ballad

➤

Myth

ASSESSING HISTORICITY

THREE KINDS OF TIME

➤

Supernatural

➤

The ‘longue dureé’

➤

Plausibility

(our stories vs their stories)

➤

Cultural epochs

➤

Probability

➤

Daily life

➤

Parallels and cultural patterns

➤

Literary dependence

➤

Revisionist literature (Luke–Acts)

➤

Archaeology

➤

Critical historiography

“

Now I don't know if it happened this way or not,
but I know this story is true.

IMAGINATION

Native American storytellers

IMAGINE THIS

THREE STAGES OF FAITH

➤

Parables

➤

Pre-critical naiveté

➤

Metaphors

➤

Critical thinking

➤

Symbols

➤

Post-critical naiveté

➤

Poetry

➤

Stories

➤

7 days of creation

➤

10 commandments

➤

Sermon on the Mount

➤

Luke’s infancy narrative

➤

Etc

Postcritical naivete is the ability to hear the biblical stories once
again as true stories, even as one knows that they may not be factually
true and that their truth does not depend upon their factuality. This
way of hearing sacred stories is widespread in premodern cultures. In
Arabia, traditional storytellers begin their stories with "This was, and
this was not." . . . A favorite of mine is the way a Native American
storyteller begins telling his tribe's story of creation: "Now I don't know
if it happened this way or not, but I know this story is true." If you can
get your mind around that statement, then you know what postcritical
naivete is.
[Marcus Borg, Reading the Bible Again, 50]

READING FOR WISDOM
Are we reading the Bible for
➤

Information

➤

Spiritual experience (revelation)

➤

Apologetics & debate

➤

Rules for religious life

➤

Answers to questions/problems

➤

Wisdom for faithful living

